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Home Exercises Following Hip Surgery  
 
A. Lying on back:  

1. Move the foot up and down, at the ankle 

2. Circle ankle around 

3. Tighten thigh muscle to make knee as straight as possible 

4. Tighten buttocks muscles 

5. Bend hip and knee (slide foot up the bed) progress to lifting foot off bed and bringing knee 

toward chest 

6. Slide leg out to side and then back into opposite leg. Keep the knee straight. Use resistance as 

instructed i.e. elastic, isometric 

7. Place roll (juice can, Javex bottle, etc.) under knee. Pull foot up, tighten thigh muscle, lift foot to 

straighten knee. Hold count of 5 then lower foot slowly. (Use weights over ankle when 

instructed).  

8. Bend good knee, lift affected leg with knee straight and hold 

9. Bend both knees, place feet on bed. Squeeze buttocks together and lift off of bed, hold.  

 

B. Lying on stomach: (place pillow under stomach if uncomfortable flat) 

1. Bend and straighten knee (resist bend with good leg).  

2. Keep knee straight – lift leg off of bed 

3. Bend knee – lift bent leg off bed, avoid arching your back 

 

C. Lying on good side:  

1. Raise strait leg up to side – hold – relax. (use weights over ankle when instructed)  

2. Bend knee towards chest and straighten 

 

D. Sitting on bed or chair:  

1. Squeeze ball or rolled towel between knees 

2. Cross arms – place holds on outside of opposite knee. Try to push knees apart against resistance 

of hands 

3. Straighten knee (use weights around ankle when instructed)  

4. Bend knee toward chest, progress to weight on knee as able  

 

E. Standing with support:  

1. Bring leg out to side – hold – relax  

2. Swing leg forward and back  

3. Bend knee up towards chest  

 

Ambulation:  

 Do go for frequent short walks using crutches/walker.  

 Use cane on opposite side to affected leg.  

 

Stairs:  

 Up with the good foot first. 

 Down with the bad foot first. 


